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Abstract. This paper demonstrates that the theory of Stieltjes-

Volterra integral equations may be subsumed in Mac Nerney's

general integral equation theory by making suitable choices of linear

spaces and sets of operators.

Introduction. Our object is to obtain solutions of nonlinear integral

equations of the form h(t) =f(t)-r-(L)f'cdF[t, ]h using the theory of

the product integral developed by Mac Nerney and Neuberger in

[3], [4], and [5]. This approach specialized to the linear case may

be contrasted with that of Hinton [l].

Suppose that 5 is a compact number-interval with the usual order

denoted by 0 and {X, \\ -\\ \ is a complete normed linear space with

zero element 0. Let M denote the class of all functions from X to X

to which {0, 0} belongs and 1 the identity function in M. Let ffi be

the set of all functions F from SXS into M such that

(1) F(t, 0 = 1 foralUinS,
(2) F[ ,t]P is quasi-continuous for each t in S and P in X, and

(3) there is a nondecreasing function k on 5, called a super func-

tion for F, such that

|| {F(t, u)-F(t, v)}P- {F(t, u)-F(t, v)}Q\\ ̂  \ k(u)-k(v) \ ■ \\P-Q\\

for all t, u, v in S and P and Q in X. Finally, let ff2 denote the class of

all functions from S into X of bounded variation and S^ the class of

all functions from 5 into X which are quasi-continuous.

The existence of a solution. Suppose that F is a member of Ji with

super function k,f is a member of 5^, and c is a member of S. We want

to establish the existence of a function h in 33 such that

(*) Kt) = /(/) + (L) f dF[t, ]h,
" e

for each t in S, where the integral is the left integral whose definition

is analogous to that of the right integral in [4]. For each u in 5 let Au
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denote the function from JF3 into the class of all functions from 5 into

X defined by Au(g)(t) = (L)f?dF[t,   ]g.

Theorem 1. 4U is a function from SF3 into 53 which contains {0, 0},

where 0 is used to denote the element of S3 whose only value is 0.

We can note that, for each g in fj3 and / in S, (L)J"dF[t, ]g exists

[4] and, furthermore,

11(F) [UdF[t,  ]g    ^  \k(u)-k(c)\ -m,
II J c

where m = l.u.b.[|!g(»)||: v = c or v = u or v is between c and u].

Thus 4U contains {0, 0}.

Lemma. // g is in S3 and e is a positive number, then there is an

Q-partition r of [c,u\ such that

11 (A)  fdF[t,  ]g - (L) ̂ dF[t,  ]g    <e,

for each Q-refinement s of r and t in S.

Proof. By the remark preceding the lemma and the fact that each

element of S3 is the uniform limit of a sequence with values in JF2 [2],

if we establish the lemma for g in ff2 we are through. Assume that

c<u and g is in fj2. Since (L)f?kdh exists [3], where h is the function

from [c, u] to the nonnegative numbers defined by h(v) =/c"| dg\, for

all v in [c, u], there is an ©-partition \rp\l of \c, u\ such that if

{sp}o is an ©-refinement of r, a is a nondecreasing integer valued

sequence, and r = i[o;] then

n a(p) /•«(<2— 1)

J>-I «=a(j>-l)+l •'r(p-l)

Hence

n <*(;>)

£       £       {[Fa,^)-Fa,^_i)k(rp_i)
p—1 9=a(p—1)+1

- [F(/,j,) -F(/,55_i)k(59_,)}     <e

for each t in 5. Thus we have the lemma.

Proof of the theorem. If e is a positive number, \sp}q is an

©-partition of {c, u} as in the lemma, and each of v and w is in 5 then
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\\Au(g)(v) - Au(g)(w)\\

^ 2e + E || {F(v, sp) - F(w, sp)\g(sp-i)\\
p=i

+ E II {F(P, *_0 - F(w, sP^i)}g(sp.i)\\.
P=i

Hence we have the theorem.

We will use the notation of [4]. Take fF3 as the abelian group G and

norm it with the supremum norm || -||. Let H denote the class of all

functions from G into G to which {O, O] belongs and let 1 denote the

identity function in H. We will depend on the context to distinguish

between the zeros of X, M, and H and the identities of M and H.

Specializing Mac Nerney's definitions to our situation, we have 0G.+

is the class of O-additive functions from SXS into the nonnegative

numbers; 691Z+ is the class of ©-multiplicative functions from SXS

into the numbers no smaller than 1; ©ft is the class of functions from

5X5 into H to which V belongs only in case

(1) F is ©-additive and

(2) there is a member a of 0(2+ such that if {u, v} is in SXS and

{/, g} is in GXG then || V(u, v)f- V(u, v)g\\ £a(u, v)\\f-g\\; and ©9TC
is the class of functions from 5X5 into H to which W belongs only

in case

(1) W is ©-multiplicative and

(2) there is a member /i of 09TC+ such that if {u, v} is in SXS and

{/, g} is in GXG then || [W(u, v)-l]f- [W(u,v)-l]g\\ ^(ji(u, v)-l)

\\f-il
Theorem 2. The function V from SXS into H defined by

[V(u,v)f](t) = Au(f)(t) - Av(f)(l) = (L)j"dF[l,  }f,   for all tinS,

is an element of ©a.

Proof. For each u, v, and tin S, g and h in G, and positive number e,

\\[V(u,v)g](t) - [V(u,v)h](l)\\ = 11(7) f"dF[l, ]g-(L) CdF[t, ]h
II J v J V

^e+   \k(v)-k(u)\ -IU-AH.

Thus V is in ©Ct.

Let W be the function from SXS into H defined by W(t, u)g
= Jl"[l + F]g, for each {t, u) in5X5andg in G [4, Theorem 1.1].
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Then IF is in 02TO and W(t, u)g=g + (R)f?VW[ , u]g, for each {/, u]

in 5X5, where the integral is the right integral [4, Corollary 2.1].

We will take as our candidate for a solution of (*) the function h

defined by h(u) = [lF(w, c)f](u), for each u in 5.

Theorem 3. his in Sz.

Proof. Note that the function g from 5 into G defined by g(u)

= W(u, c)f has bounded variation on 5 and hence is quasicontinuous.

Suppose that € is a positive number, / is in 5, and t is not a right-hand

endpoint of 5. There is a positive number di such that if each of u

and v is in (t, t+di) then || W(u, c)f— W(v, c)f\\ <e/3. Let w be a point

of (/, t+di). There is a positive number di, smaller than d\, such that

if each of u and v is in (t, t+di) then || W(w, c)f](u) — [W(w, c)/](d)||

<e/3. Hence if u and v are in (t, t+di) then

\\h(u) - h(v)\\ g \\[W(u,c)f](u) - [W(w,c)f](u)\\

+ \\[W(w,c)f](u)- [W(w,c)f](v)\\

+ \\[W(w,c)f](v)- [W(v,c)f](v)\\ <e.

Similarly, h has a left-hand limit at each point of 5 which is not a

left-hand endpoint of 5.

Theorem 4. h(u) =f(u) + (L)f"dF[u,   ]h, for each u in 5.

Proof. We will establish the theorem by showing that

[(R)!uVW[ , c]f](u) = (L)fucdF[u, ]h, for each u in 5. Let a be a

member of ©a+ such that \\W(v, c)f—W(w, c)f\\^a(v, w) for each

{v, w\ in SXS. Suppose that e is a positive number. There is an

©-partition  {rp]l of  [u, c\ such that

IIP /* c -1 m /% M (p)

\(R)       VW[, c]f   («) + £ (R) dF[u,  ]W(sp, c)f\ < */8
IL      J u J P=i       J »(p-D

and||(Z,)/"rfF[«, ]A + (i?)£,dF[«, ]A|| <e/8, for each ©-refinement

{sp}o of r. There is an ©-refinement {sp}o of r and an increasing

integer valued sequence 8 such that r = 5|j3],

/> r(.p) dF[u,  ]W[rp,c]f
r(p-l)

B(p)

-       £      {F(u, sq) - F(u, sq-i)} [W(rp, c)f](sq)   < t/tn,
4=fl(p-l)+l

for p = l, 2, ■ • •, n,
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n 0(p)

E      E       I Ks<d - k(s^i) | a(rP, sj < «/4
p-l e-0(j>-l)+l

and

(R) zZ dF[u,  ]h - (R) E dF[u,  ]k   < e/4.
r t

Therefore

[(R) f'vW[, c]f\ (u) - (7) j UdF[u, ]h

I    n /» r(p)

< e/4 +    E (*) <**[», ]W(rp, c)f - (R) E dF[u, ]h
II p-l ■'r(p-l) r

n flfp)

< e/2 +    2      £      {F(«, *,) - F(«, Ja_i)} [TF(rp, c)/](st)
p-l e-0(p-l)+l

- (12) £ dF[«,  ]A
r

n 0(p)

< «/2 + E       E       I AW - *(*-0 I • II [^(r„ «)/](*«)
p-l   p=/S(p-l) + l

- [^(J,, c)/](*j|| + ||(/?) E <*F[«, ]A - (R) E <**[«, ]A||
« r

n flfp)

< 3e/4 + £      E       I *(*«) — *(*i-i) | afo, sq) < e.
p-l a=/3(p-l)+l

Thus [(R)puVW[ , c]f](u) = (L)fucdF[u, ]h. Hence we have h(u)
=f(u) + (L)fu<dF[u,    ]h, for each u in 5.

Since F is in JFi and has property (3), the proof of the uniqueness

of the solution is the same as for the linear case [l, Theorem 3.1].

An example. Consider the nonlinear delay equation h(t) =f(t)

+Jag(I, h(l—r))dl on the interval 5= [a, b]. We can rewrite the

equation as a Stieltjes-Volterra equation as follows:

A(0 = f(0 + f "f(7 + r, h)dl = /(/) + f ' dFi[t, ]h,

where Fi(t, u)x=fl_rg(I-\rr, x)dl and v = %(t— t+u— \t— t — u\) for

each number x and ordered pair (t, u) in [a, b]x [a— t, b]. If g[ , x]

is quasi-continuous on 5 for each number x and there is a number k

such that \g(t, x)—g(t, y)\ ^k\x— y\ for each / in 5 and numbers x

and y, then Fi satisfies conditions (2) and (3) of the introduction. Let
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Fi(t, u) = Ft(t, u) - Fi(t, 0 + 1    if a < t^ b,

= 0 if a - r | / | a,

for each (t, u) in [a—r, b]x[a—r, b]. Then F2 satisfies conditions

(l)-(3) and the equation becomes

KD = /(0 + f   dF2[t, ]h,
J o-r

where/is the initial function on [a—r, a) and/on [a, b].
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